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ABSTRACT 

“Inducibility” of amylase in Drosophila melanogaster was defined and inves- 
tigated in a natural population from Japan. Inducibility represents the effects 
of factors remote from the structural gene that control the amount of enzyme 
produced. Inducibility of an isogenic line is measured as the ratio of the en- 
zyme’s specific activity in two different inducing environments. There was 
considerable genetic variability with respect to inducibility of amylase in 44 
isogenic lines derived from a natural population of D. melanogaster. Net fitness 
and its components in these isogenic lines were also measured. The results 
indicated that, although the inducibility of the enzyme was positively correlated 
with the net fitness (r, = 0.63 f 0.2), the enzyme activities in the normal 
medium were not (r, = 0.12 & 0.37). The analysis of the data shows that the 
differences in inducing factors are mainly responsible for the differences in the 
fitness of lines and are the genetic materials for the adaptive evolution of 
organisms. 

HE raw material for the adaptive evolution of organisms is polymorphic T genetic variation. The existence of polygenic variation related to the 
fitness of individuals is known from extensive studies of natural populations 
(DOBZHANSKY and SPASSKY 1968; TRACEY and AYALA 1974; MUKAI and YA- 
MAGUCHI 1974). This genetic variation must have a significant role in adaptive 
evolution. Understanding the molecular basis of fitness-related genetic varia- 
tion is essential. 

Since the discovery of allozyme polymorphisms in natural populations of 
many organisms (HARRIS 1966; LEWONTIN and HUBBY 1966; AYALA, POWELL 
and DOBZHANSKY 197 1 ; SELANDER, HUNT and YANG 1969; YAMAZAKI 198 la), 
population geneticists have been trying to elucidate the maintenance mecha- 
nisms for these polymorphisms and their evolutionary significance, hoping that 
these enzyme polymorphisms are the materials for adaptive evolution (YAMA- 
ZAKI and MARUYAMA 1972; MUKAI, WATANABE and YAMAGUCHI 1974; LE- 
WONTIN and KRAKAUER 1973; AYALA and GILPIN 1973; YAMAZAKI et al. 1984). 

’ To whom correspondence should be addressed. 
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224 T. YAMAZAKI AND Y. MATSUO 

Recent findings in experimental studies of polymorphisms and molecular evo- 
lution seem to indicate the selective neutrality of these allozyme polymorphisms 
in natural populations (KIMURA and OHTA 1971; YAMAZAKI 1977; MUKAI, 
TACHIDA and ICHINOSE 1980; MIYATA and YASUNACA 1981). 

In this study we show that there is indeed genetic variation in the inducibility 
as well as the specific activities of amylase in a natural population of D. melan- 
ogaster. Also, differences in fitness result from differences in the inducibility 
of this enzyme. On the other hand, differences in the specific activity of am- 
ylase have little effect on the fitness of individuals. These results indicate the 
importance of regulatory gene polymorphisms for the fitness differences of 
individuals. A preliminary report of this work was published elsewhere (YA- 
MAZAKI 198 1 b; YAMAZAKI and MATSUO 1983). 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Materials: D. melanogaster collected from Akayu in northern Japan in 1977 were used in this 
study; 430 male flies collected from nature were each mated to Cy/Pm;Sb Ser/Pr (or Zn(2LR)SMZI 
In(2LR)bw"'; Zn(3LR) TM3/Pr )  females. A single male progeny with the Cy; Sb Ser phenotype was 
again mated with Cy/F"; Sb Ser/Pr females. The  resulting Cy; Sb Ser F2 progeny were mated with 
each other. Wild-type Fs progeny from this mating were maintained as an isogenic line. In this 
way, 200 isogenic lines homozygous for both chromosome 2 and 3 were established. These lines 
had neither lethal nor sterile genes on any of their chromosomes [see YAMAZAKI et al. (1984) for 
details of these materials]. T h e  sex chromosome and chromosome 4 were likely to be homozygous 
since inbreeding for ten generations was done by single brother-sister mating. However, the origin 
of these two chromosomes cannot be determined because no marker was used on them. Of the 
200 isogenic lines established, 44 were randomly selected for this experiment. Each line had the 
amylase phenotype of 1.00 [equivalent to type 1 of KIKKAWA (1964)l. 

It is known that the amylase loci are inducible by particular substances that are related to the 
starch metabolism of the fruit fly. Therefore, each isogenic line was raised under three different 
media: (1) normal (or cornmeal) medium, (2) starch medium, and (3) sucrose medium. 

Compositions of three inducing media: Normal medium: agar, 0.6 g, molasses, 2.8 ml; sugar, 1.4 
g; Ebios, 2.0 g; cornmeal, 11 g; propionic acid, 0.4 ml; distilled water, 100 ml. Starch medium: 
agar, 0.6 g; starch (Electrostarch Company), 15.2 g; Ebios, 2.0 g; propionic acid, 0.4 ml; distilled 
water, 100 ml. Sucrose medium: agar, 0.6 g; sucrose, 15.2 g; Ebios, 2.0 g; propionic acid, 0.4 ml; 
distilled water, 100 ml. Cornmeal medium is the normal food used in our laboratory. Starch is 
known for its inducing effects on amylase loci (ABE 1958), since it is the substrate of the amylase 
enzyme. Sucrose is considered to be a suppressor of that locus (DICKINSON and SULLIVAN 1975). 

Measurement of enzyme activity: A Simazu UV 240 spectrophotometer was used throughout the 
experiment for the measurement of amylase activity. T h e  wavelength used was 550 nm. Ten  
female adult flies of about 60 h r  posthatching were used for each measurement. T h e  ten flies 
were ground together with a glass rod with 50  PI of 0.1 M Tris-HCI (pH 8.9) and 0.1 M MgC12; 
then 1 ml of additional buffer was added to the mixture and centrifuged with an Eppendorf 
microcentrifuge for 8 min. 

A portion of the supernatant (0.15 ml) was kept in a -70" deep freeze until the protein content 
could be measured by the LOWRY method (LOWRY et al. 1951). Another 0.5 ml of supernatant 
from the mixture was used for the measurement of enzyme activity: it was mixed with 3 ml of 
0.025% 12-Kl, 0.1 M Tris-HCI (pH 8.9) and 1% starch. Every 30 sec the transmission rate was 
measured for 1 min by the spectrophotometer. As a control, a similar quantity of buffer and 
starch without the supernatant was measured. T h e  increase of transmission rate of the sample (as 
a percentage) was subtracted from that of the control. This value was defined as the amount of 
enzyme activity. T h e  approximate linearity of this value was confirmed by measuring it in different 
amounts of enzyme. T h e  amount of enzyme was changed by putting different amounts of super- 
natant of the same line in a test tube to  be examined. Values for specific activity were obtained 
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by measuring the enzyme activity per unit amount of protein. Similar values for specific activity 
were obtained in other experiments (Y. MATSUO and T .  YAMAZAKI, unpublished data) in which 
measurements were made by a different method (NELSON 1944), indicating that the amount of 
specific activity in this experiment properly reflects the amount of enzyme present. 

Detection of genetic variability with respect to inducibility: The term “inducing factors” is used to 
denote factors at all levels (i.e., transcriptional, translational and posttranslational) that control the 
amount of amylase produced. “Inducibility” measures the effects of the inducing factors. 

We are proposing a new method of analysis to isolate the inducibility, which is free of the 
effects of the structural gene for amylase. In this analysis it is assumed that the catalytic efficiency 
of the enzyme does not depend on the environment in which the fly was reared and that there is 
no interaction between the structural gene and the inducing factors in regard to the expression 
of the structural gene. Specific activity (SA) is expressed by the catalytic efficiency of the structural 
gene (STE) times the amount of enzyme produced (PRE) as follows. 

SA(i,k) = STE(k) X PRE(i,k) 

where SA(i,k) is the specific activity of line k at the structural gene under environment i. STE(k) 
indicates the catalytic efficiency of the enzyme product of line k at the structural gene. PRE(i,k) 
indicates the amount of the enzyme produced in line k under environment i. The effect of the 
structural gene can be eliminated by taking the ratio of specific activity (SA(j,k)/SA(i,k)) in two 
different inducing environments (e.g., starch and normal foods). 

SA(j,k)/SA(i,k) = (STE(k) X PRE(j,k))/(STE(k) X PRE(i,k)) 

= PRE(j,k)/PRE(i,k) 

We have called this value SA(j,k)/SA(i,k) inducibility of line k. Inducibility measures the rate of 
increase (or decrease) of enzyme production relative to the amount of enzyme produced in an 
environment (i in this formula). Inducibility does not contain any effect of the structural gene but 
contains only the effect of inducing factors. This definition relies on the reasonable assumption 
just described, namely, that there is no interaction between the amount of enzyme production and 
the polymorphic alleles of amylase. 

The nature of inducibility is understood more easily in the example shown in Figure 1. Suppose 
that the differences in the amount of enzyme activity produced between different isogenic lines 
are due only to the effects of the structural gene of the enzyme (Figure 1A). Inducing factors, 
i.e., regulatory genes, are the same in all of the lines. Assume that one unit of enzyme is produced 
in environment i, and two units in environment j .  All of the lines increase their activity by the 
same rate since the inducing factors are the same in all lines. If the specific enzyme activity is used 
as an index of the activity of regulatory genes, significant line and interaction effects will be 
observed, although by our assumption there is actually no difference in inducing factors between 
lines. On the right side of this figure, specific activity of each line in environment j is divided by 
that in environment i in each line. Inducibility of the enzyme is used as an index of the activity 
of inducing factors. By this treatment the values of all three lines become the same. On analysis 
of variance there will be no significant line effects, as might have been expected from assumption. 

In contrast, it is assumed in Figure 1B that only the inducing factors are different between lines 
and that the structural genes are the same between lines. In this case, differences in inducibility 
between lines can be detected in either analysis (specific activity or inducibility). In the analysis of 
variance there will be a significant line effect as well as significant interaction effects using specific 
activity of the enzyme as an index. If inducibility is used as the index, significant line effects will 
represent evidence for the presence of genetic variability of inducing factors among lines. The 
problem is that significant line and interaction effects are obtained in either example (Figure 1, A 
and B) if specific activity is used as an index of the effect of regulatory genes. Actually, only in 
Figure 1B are there differences in regulatory genes between lines. This problem does not arise if 
inducibility is used as an index, since significant line effects are then obtained only in Figure 1B. 
The effect of the structural genes is eliminated as long as the structural and regulatory genes act 
independently. 
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FIGURE 1.-Hypothetical example to explain the meaning of inducibility. A, An example in 

which the differences in the enzyme activity of all three lines are solely due to the differences in 
the structural gene. B, An example in which all of the differences between lines are due to the 
difference in inducing factors (see text for details). 
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TlPBLE 1 

Analysis of variance for the activity of amylase 

Source d.f. Mean square F EMS 

Medium (M) 2 0.02352 8.91** up + U&.L + 4 4 2 2  
Line (L) 43 0.00749 12.96** 2 + 302, 
Interaction (M X L) 86 0.00264 4.57** up + U&.L 

Error 267 0.00058 2 
The analysis of variance was conducted on the basis of mean due to unequal replications in 

some lines. Amylase activity in this table means the specific activity. Highly significant medium 
effects mean that the specific activity is different between media. Most of the significance comes 
from high specific activity in starch medium. Significant line effects indicate the specific activity is 
different between lines. This does not necessarily mean that there is genetic variation in regulatory 
genes of amylase, since specific activity contains both the effect of structural genes and that of 
inducing factors. 

** Highly significant (P < 0.01). 

RESULTS 

Genetic variation in amylase speczfic activity in a natural population of D. me- 
lanogaster: The amylase loci of D. melanogaster comprise two tandemly dupli- 
cated loci. Their map separation is about 0.008 unit (BAHN 1968). The prod- 
ucts of the two loci cannot be distinguished from each other by ordinary 
electrophoresis. Therefore, the term gametic, rather than allelic, type is used 
in this paper when naming the banding pattern of this enzyme. 

Six different polymorphic gametic types were found at the amylase loci in 
the Akayu population of D. melanogaster (YAMAZAKI et al. 1984). Among them 
the frequency of the gametic type 1.00 was approximately 93%; 44 isogenic 
lines with 1.00 gametic type only were used for the present experiments in 
order to minimize the effect of the different structural genes. 

Each isogenic line was raised on three different media. On average, the 
specific activity in starch medium was 1.4 times that in normal medium (sig- 
nificant at the 5% level). N o  significant difference was observed between su- 
crose and normal medium. There were significant line effects in all of the 
three media (F43.267 = 13.0, P < 0.01, see Table 1). These results among 
isogenic lines indicate that a large amount of genetic variability exists with 
respect to the specific activity of amylase in a natural population of D. melan- 
ogaster. Significant interaction effects (Fs6,267 = 4.57, P < 0.01) suggest the 
presence of genetic variability with respect to the inducing factors and/or 
simply the polymorphisms of the structural genes as explained in Figure 1. 
The presence of genetic variation with respect to specific activity has been 
reported in different loci of Drosophila by several investigators (WARD 1975; 
MCDONALD and AYALA 1978; TEJIMA and OHBA 1981; HORI and TANDA 
198 l), although the effects of both structural genes and regulatory genes could 
not be distinguished in their reports. 

Genetic variation in amylase inducibility in a natural population of D. melano- 
gaster: When analyzed for specific activity, the effects of the regulatory genes 
were confused with the effect of structural genes, although many of the dif- 
ferences in the structural gene had been eliminated, since all 44 lines had the 
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TABLE 2 

Analysis of variance for  the effects of inducibility 
~ ~~ 

Source d.f. Mean square F EMS 

Medium (M) 1 0.4950 7.15** U2 + U 5 . L  + 4 4 2 2  
Line (L) 43 0.3706 8.26** u2 + 2u2 
Interaction (M X L) 43 0.0693 1.54* 2 + U 5 . L  

Error 199 0.0449 U2 

T h e  analysis of variance was conducted on the basis of mean due to the unequal replications 
in some lines. Specific activity of each line under the starch and sucrose media was divided by 
that of normal medium of that line. Therefore only two inducibilities were tested. Significant line 
effects indicate the presence of genetic variation in inducing factors of amylase in Akayu population 
of D. melanogaster. 

** Highly significant (P C 0.01). 
* Significant (P C 0.05). 

1.00 allele at the amylase loci. In this section, by measuring the inducibility of 
the enzyme, we isolated the effect of inducing factors or regulatory genes of 
the amylase loci. 

The highest inducibility obtained on starch medium was 2.57, and the lowest 
was 0.7. On sucrose medium the range of inducibility was between 2.07 and 
0.29. The average values were 1.4 on starch medium and 1.17 on sucrose 
medium. A two-way analysis of variance was conducted using a mixed model 
(Table 2). Highly significant medium and line effects were obtained (F1,43 = 
7.15 in medium, F43,199 = 8.26 in line). The significant medium effects indicate 
that amylase loci were indeed inducible, as previous studies had indicated (ABE 
1958). However, in this isogenic line, recently derived from a natural popu- 
lation, the suppressor effect of sucrose was not observed, contrary to the report 
by other authors (DICKINSON and SULLIVAN 1975). Our main interest in this 
analysis was the highly significant line effect. This means that there are genetic 
variabilities with respect to inducibility of the enzyme, and, thus, there is a 
large amount of genetic polymorphisms with respect to regulatory genes of 
the amylase loci. Inducing factors seem to be influenced by the medium also, 
as seen from the significant interaction effect (F43, ,99  = 1.54, significant at the 
5% level). 

Relationship of inducibility or specijic activity of the enzyme to the jitness of the 
individual: It is well known that there is a large amount of genetic variability 
with respect to fitness in natural populations of Drosophila. To clarify the 
relationship between the specific activity and fitness, we measured the corre- 
lation between these two factors. Net fitness and productivity of 34 isogenic 
lines randomly selected were measured by competition experiments with Dro- 
sophila hydei. Components o f  fitness such as larval viability were measured by 
the so-called balanced marker method (WALLACE 1956). These fitness data 
were taken from YAMAZAKI and HIROSE (1 984). 

In Table 3, specific activity and inducibility are phenotypically and genotyp- 
ically correlated with net fitness and its components. Genotypic variance and 
covariance were obtained from the analyses of variance and covariance, and 
genotypic correlations were calculated using these estimates [see YAMAZAKI 
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TABLE 3 

Correlation between fitness components, specijc activity and inducibility of amylase in 
Drosophila reared on three dtfferent media 

Specific activity Inducibility 

Starch Sucrose 

Normal Starch Sucrose Normal Normal 

Net fitness 

Productivity 

Larval viability 
(chromosome 
2 )  

(chromosome 
3 )  

Larval viability - 

0.12 f 0.37 
(-0.02) 

0.42 f 0.43 
(0.06) 

0.07 k 0.25 
(0.00) 

.0.07 f 0.26 
(0.01) 

0.63 f 0.28 
(0.3 7 *) 

0.56 f 0.33 
(0.29) 

-0.36 f 0.21 
(-0.21) 

0.41 f 0.21 
(0.28) 

0.54 f 0.31 
(0.23) 

0.41 f 0.33 
(0.16) 

-0.16 f 0.21 
(-0.14) 

0.21 f 0.21 
(0.18) 

0.63 f 0.25 
(0.41 *) 

0.44 f 0.30 
(0.24) 

-0.30 f 0.20 
(-0.21) 

0.33 f 0.20 
(0.25) 

0.67 f 0.31 
(0.30) 

0.44 f 0.34 
(0.17) 

-0.17 f 0.21 
(-0.16) 

0.18 f 0.21 
(0.16) 

The values without parentheses are the genotypic correlations f 1 SD of the mean, estimated 
after the method of TALLIS (1959). The values within parentheses indicate the phenotypic corre- 
lation. The average of each line was used for this calculation (N = 34). For calculation of genotypic 
correlation, two observations were made on each line (N = 68). 

* Value significantly different from zero at the 5% level. 

r=a37' r=-0.02 
*. . 

e. 
. .  B .  r d 4 1 '  

O t  A . *: *. .. . 

U) 
U) 
W z 
U. 
5 

-az- . .  < .. .. : S .  . ' .. .. 
-7 ' 

05 1.0 1.5 2.0 25 
INWWBlUTV (STARCH) 

-a6 1 

-a2 .r .* - . - . a  

0 .  . 
4 4 -  . -o.6t 

FIGURE 2.-A, Phenotypic correlation between net fitness and starch inducibility of amylase 
loci. The fitness in the ordinate was defined as the natural logarithms of Wm,  where Wm = Pm 
(i + l)/Pm(i). Wm is the ratio of D. melanogaster at time i + 1 to the frequency of D. melanogaster 
at time i in competition with D. hydei. Larger fitness values indicate better fitness. Zero values 
indicate no frequency changes between times [see YAMAZAKI (1984) for details]. B, Phenotypic 
correlation between net fitness and specific activity of amylase under starch food. C, Phenotypic 
correlation between net fitness and specific activity of amylase under normal food. 

(1984) for the details]. From this table a remarkable result was observed, in 
that inducibility was generally more closely correlated with fitness or its com- 
ponents than the specific activity. Phenotypic correlation of net fitness was 
0.41 (significant at P < 0.05, Figure 2A) with inducibility under starch food, 
0.37 (significant at P < 0.05, Figure 2B) with specific activity under starch 
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food, and -0.02 with specific activity under normal food (Figure 2C). Geno- 
typic correlations were higher: 0.63, 0.63 and 0.12, respectively. Phenotypic 
correlations were 0.30 between net fitness and inducibility under sucrose food, 
and 0.23 between net fitness and specific activity under sucrose food. The 
genotypic correlations were 0.67 and 0.54, respectively. The correlations in- 
volving productivity, larval viability 3 and larval viability 2 were much lower 
with the order of productivity > larval viability 3 > larval viability 2 in both 
the phenotypic and genotypic correlation. However, none of them were sig- 
nificant. 

It is interesting to note that the specific activity under normal food had little 
correlation with net fitness or fitness components (none of the correlations 
were significant), whereas both inducibility and specific activity under starch 
food were positively correlated with net fitness (significant at P < 0.05). 

In conclusion, it can be said that the lines with high inducibility (or high 
specific activity under starch medium) have higher fitness. The fact that specific 
activity under normal food has little relationship with fitness may indicate that 
high activity, when unnecessary, is not always beneficial to the organism. How- 
ever, it is not really obvious from these analyses alone which of these two 
parameters is more important for fitness or adaptation of organisms. This 
problem will be discussed later. 

DISCUSSION 

A large part of population genetics history is made up of trying to find 
genetic variability responsible for adaptive evolution of higher organisms. It is 
almost certain that genes with small effects are responsible for the adaptive 
evolution of organisms and that polygenic variability with respect to fitness is 
the major source of evolution. The molecular basis of these gentic variabilities 
is not known. When allozyme polymorphisms were found in natural popula- 
tions of several organisms in 1966, it was believed that at last the real genetic 
source of adaptive evolution at the molecular level had been found. 

After the extensive studies of the past 15 yr on the relationship of the 
genetic variation in allozymes to fitness, it is becoming clear that allozyme 
polymorphisms are not the source of genetic variabilities that we have been 
seeking. Polymorphic genetic variation in structural genes (isozymes or allo- 
zymes) seems to be neutral with respect to fitness. 

In the present paper we provide evidence that there is, indeed, variation in 
inducibility of the amylase loci. Moreover, we found good evidence that the 
flies or strains with high inducibility had high fitness. However, two questions 
remained. First, had we established a correlation between inducibility and fit- 
ness or between specific activity and net fitness? Second, can our conclusions 
be generalized to other alleles of the structural gene of amylase? 

The first cannot be easily solved, since both correlations were significant in 
this study. The analyses of phenotypic partial correlations between net fitness 
and several biochemical parameters shown in Table 4 allowed us to see which 
of the two was really responsible, although indirectly, for the high correlation. 
After the effects of specific activity under normal medium was eliminated, the 
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TABLE 4 

Partial correlation coeficients between net @ness and inducibility on starch medium or speci3c 
activity on starch medium 

Partial correlation 
r AB-C" 

0.4415 
0.26 12 
0.4110 
0.1736 

-0.2004 

Variable 

A B C P 

Net fitness Ind. (St)b SA (N) 0.005 
Net fitness Ind. (St) SA (St) 0.071 

Net fitness SA (St) Ind. (St) 0.167 
Net fitness SA (N) SA (St) 0.132 

Net fitness SA (St)' SA (N)d 0.009 

. .  . .  

r AB-C indicates the partial correlation between A and B in the cross section of C, based 
on 34 sets of observations. This measures the correlation between A and B after eliminating 
the effect of C (or keeping the effect of C constant). 

Inducibility under starch medium. 

SA under normal medium. 
' Specific activity (SA) under starch medium. 

partial correlations between net fitness and inducibility under starch medium 
was the highest, r, = 0.4415 (P < 0.005), followed by the correlation between 
net fitness and specific activity under starch medium (rp = 0.41 10, P < 0.009). 
Both of these correlations are similar in biological implication, since both mea- 
sure the relationship between net fitness and the increase of specific activity 
under starch food relative to that under normal food regimen. It can be seen 
from the relatively low partial correlation between net fitness and specific 
activity under starch food regimen when inducibility under starch medium is 
held constant (rp = 0.1736, not significant) that what is responsible for the 
high correlation between net fitness and inducibility or specific activity under 
starch medium is not the level of specific activity but instead the inducibility 
of the enzyme under starch medium. The positive partial correlation between 
net fitness and inducibility under starch medium when specific activity under 
starch medium is held constant (rp = 0.2612, P < 0.071) indicates that the 
individuals with higher inducibility, in other words lower specific activity under 
normal food, have higher net fitness than those with lower inducibility if the 
level of specific activity is the same under starch food regimen. In fact, there 
was a negative partial correlation (rp = -0.2004, P < 0.132) between net fitness 
and specific activity under normal medium when the specific activity under 
starch medium was held constant. 

Although there are other types of regulatory genes that are also polymorphic 
in the expression of amylase activity in the midgut of Drosophila (ABRAHAM 
and DOANE 1978; POWELL and LICHTENFELS 1979), they are apparently dif- 
ferent from the inducing factors reported in this study. In other work (U.  
HIROSE and T. YAMAZAKI, unpublished results), we found no correlation be- 
tween fitness and the pattern of midgut activity or between inducibility and 
midgut activity pattern. There are several reports in which the importance of 
regulatory systems are emphasized for the adaptation of organisms (WILSON 
1976; MCDONALD et al. 1977; YAMAZAKI 1981b; MATSUO and YAMAZAKI 1982; 
Y .  MATSUO and T. YAMAZAKI, unpublished data). 
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The high genotypic correlation obtained in this study between net fitness 
and inducibility of amylase was rather unexpected. When it is taken into con- 
sideration that thousands of structural genes are polymorphic, this high cor- 
relation seemed rather unlikely. In our competition experiments, measures of 
net fitness were obtained by the performance of D. melanogaster against D. 
hydei over a period of more than 1 yr. Since these experiments were done by 
the serial transfer method using cornmeal foods that contained a fairly large 
amount of starch, starch content might have varied due to the consumption 
or digestion of starch by fruit flies or yeast as the experiments progressed. 
One possible interpretation is, therefore, that the flies with flexible regulatory 
genes (in our  experiments they may be detected by high inducibility) had a 
better chance of leaving offspring in these experimental conditions. Larval 
viability of both chromosomes 2 and 3 was estimated in fresh food vials in a 
single generation, rather than by serial transfer. These differences in experi- 
mental conditions might be a reason for the low correlation between induci- 
bility and larval viability (see Table 3). 

It is also possible that the high correlation between net fitness and induci- 
bility was obtained not because the inducibility of amylase itself affects net 
fitness but because other unknown phenotypic effects of other genes that are 
influenced or induced simultaneously with the inducibility of amylase by starch 
medium results in the differences in fitness between lines. This phenomenon, 
however, can be observed only when the inducing factors of amylase are in 
linkage disequilibrium with the other genes mentioned earlier. These two pos- 
sibilities cannot be distinguished using the data in this study. However, in a 
later paper ( Y .  MATSUO and T .  YAMAZAKI, unpublished data) we will report 
experimental evidence that shows that the inducibility of the amylase loci is 
responsible for this high correlation. 

The second question still left to be solved is whether the present conclusion 
can be generalized to all of the alleles of the structural genes of amylase since 
the present study was conducted using only 44 lines with allozyme 1.00. We 
know, however, that not all of the changes in amino acid sequence can be 
detected by ordinary electrophoresis. In fact, many more alleles have been 
found by sequential electrophoresis or by heat denaturation experiments than 
have been detected by ordinary electrophoresis in Drosophila (BERNSTEIN, 
THROCKMORTON and HUBBY 1973; COYNE 1976; SINGH, LEWONTIN and FEL- 
TON 1976; SINCH 1979). It very likely, is therefore, that we are dealing with 
many different alleles in this study, even though all 44 lines had an allozyme 
1.00 at the amylase loci. We should be able to generalize the present results 
to other alleles unless their quality is different from that of allozymes that can 
be distinguished by ordinary electrophoresis. This is answered more directly 
in our other work (YAMAZAKI and MATSUO 1983; Y. MATSUO and T. YAMA- 
ZAKI, unpublished data). 

The results in this study show that polymorphisms of inducing factors may 
be the genetic variabilities that we had been seeking as raw materials for 
adaptive evolution. At least in the amylase loci of D. melanogaster, the main 
genetic differences that are responsible for the differences in fitness lie in 
inducing factors of the enzyme rather than in the specific activity. 
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